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Adding Value

The added value is give life to JSA document, involve
everybody in the risk analysis, teach to worker what is a
substandard condition and substandard behavior and empower
the workers to stop any activity if they identify is against the
golden rules or work instructions or is inherently unsafe.
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Management Commitment

The management within the project are fully committed to this initiative
and have provided additional resources and time in order to carry it out.
In addition to show commitment of management senior personnel from
both contractor and client are invited to attend showing to the workforce a
top down commitment to safety.
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Step Forward in Health and Safety Management 

The approach itself is fresh innovative and informative, it is new within the
industry. Our culture, safety in mind, safe on site! Through this initiative
we reinforce the first part of the sentence (Safety in mind). Where we
have an local workforce with poor safety culture this process enables
them to be part of the safety process. It encourages them to think safety
by helping them truly understand the risks and hazards they face and why
we put mitigations in place. This helps develop safety culture from
reactive to interdependent as demonstrated by the Bradley curve. The
end result and our ultimate target Safe on Site.
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Efficiency 

It utilizes the morning pre start meeting to gain interaction with the workforce. This is
an effective use of time and also increases awareness of the importance of these
meetings so it has the additional benefit of improving regular meeting effectiveness.
It goes beyond just having a document on site to having a document on site which is
understood.
In terms of safety we can identify better communication, increased knowledge, more
effective participation, reduction in unsafe behaviors, better control unsafe
conditions, reduce the risk tolerance, increase the awareness.
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Additional Benefits 
This initiative could create other benefits in other work areas
like (quality, production, environment, social responsibility,)
due to is almost the same messages (To be aligned with our
process looking for always the best way to do the things,
continues learning and implementing on site as per
discussed). It is simple to roll out, needs little extra time and
a small investment in resources.
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Thank you !
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Safety in mind, Safe on site !


